Soccer Champions Coaches' Clinics
Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach Nancy Feldman

Session date

22 Feb 2019

U16-U20

Team/Age Group

Time available
Theme

Possession to Penetrate From Back Through Middle Third: Move the Defense to Penetrate

12:40-1:30 PM

NOTES
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6v3 continuous
play as many passes as you need to find a possession pass to the other grid
transition to defense if lose the ball
3 players defending the midline can only move laterally until ball crosses line
c.p. play most penetrating possession pass possible as early as possible;
draw defense in and play out before closed; play balls on ground or in air across

5v5 or 6v6+2 back and midfield phase of play - use keeper as support
can use target to play off of and back into game to score at either endline goal
must be over midline to score
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c.p. shape of back 3/4 to stretch width, midfield 3 to open space high, in different
planes/on different sides of vertical middle; eliminate players with pass/touch/
dribble; play pass as high as possible to eliminate defenders; support
underneath quickly; recognize moments of defensive concentration and play out
of pressure, touches and passes at angles; SPOA quickly to catch defense numbers
down to penetrate.

7v6 or 8v7+1 three zone game to goals (or counter to endzone)
first stage must pass over to advance into next third with one attacker allowed to
move into next third upon ball entry; second stage can dribble over line with ball
as long as not "tagged"
one defender steps off in back 1/3 when team not in possession.
c.p. playing in and out of concentration; support behind the ball to get ball out;
passing/using first touch at angles to break pressure; forward players connecting
to players joining attack if cannot penetrate on own
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9v9 /10v10 free play with a 1-3 or 4 backs,3 central midfielders, and a 2 front to
to goals; can have condition that ball must cross vertical middle in middle 1/3 before
can go to goal unless win ball in forward 1/2 of field (can go right to goal).
Can value passes connected i.e. 6 passes = 1 pt, corners =2 and goals = 3
c.p. patience with SOP to solve pressure; aggressive to play forward and support
behind ball
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